Ultrim Acuity from Ross offers a complete production solution by combining the power of our flagship production switcher with the game-changing feature set of our flexible hybrid routing platform.

**SIZE MATTERS**
The massive routing and audio processing capabilities of Ultrim Acuity are integrated seamlessly into a single 4RU chassis, making it ideal for applications where space is at a premium.

**MIX & MATCH FEARLESSLY**
The flexible architecture of the hyper converged system means that format and connectivity challenges simply disappear.

**FUTURE CONFIDENT**
Ross developed the concept of the Software-Defined Production Engine – SDPE. The idea is to avoid costly “forklift” upgrades by providing base hardware that can grow with simple, cost-effective software licenses.

**ROI vs TCO**
By fusing Ultrim Acuity into one compact and uniquely powerful package, the total cost of ownership is reduced because expensive power, cooling, maintenance, and support costs are significantly lower.

**COMFORTABLY FAMILIAR**
As game-changing as Ultrim Acuity is, operators might not even notice because they’ll continue to work as they always have, using the same control surfaces they’ve become accustomed to.

**PEACE OF MIND INCLUDED**
Ultrim Acuity’s robust hardware is designed and engineered for 24/7 mission-critical applications. But if assistance is needed, Ross Video’s global Technical support is second to none.